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-----------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------Policy Prediction(A3P) system which provides users
with privacy settings experience by automatically
generating personalized policies.This policy omits the
unwanted information displaying to the user in the
social websites and filtering those information which
would be interested by the user.The A3P-core classifies
the image and determines whether there is a need to
invoke the A3P-social.It groups users into social
communities with similar social context and privacy
preferences and continuously monitors the social
groups.It predicts policies for the users directly based on
their historical behavior

Abstract : Pictures are currently one of the key
empowering agents of client's availability, over social
Networks. So sharing happens outside the client's
gatherings for motivations behind distinguish new
associates and their advantage this may uncover client's
touchy data to the questions. Most substance sharing sites
permit clients to enter their protection inclinations. Late
studies have demonstrated that clients battle to set up and
keep up such protection settings. Along these lines,
numerous have recognized the need of arrangement
proposal frameworks which can help clients to effortlessly
and appropriately design protection settings. Most
substance sharing sites permit clients to enter their
security inclinations. Sadly, late studies have demonstrated
that clients battle to set up and keep up such protection
settings. One of the fundamental reasons gave is that given
the measure of shared data this procedure can be
monotonous and mistake inclined. Along these lines,
numerous have recognized the need of approach
suggestion frameworks which can help clients to effectively
and
appropriately
arrange
security
settings.
Notwithstanding,
existing
recommendations
for
computerizing security settings seem, by all accounts, to be
deficient to address the interesting protection needs of
pictures because of the measure of data certainly conveyed
inside of pictures, and their association with the online
environment wherein they are uncovered. In this paper, we
propose an Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P)
framework which plans to give clients a bother free
protection settings experience via consequently producing
customized approaches.

Heterogenetic Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction
(HA3P) system which generates content sharing policies
automatically for privacy setting based on user
behavior.Contents are classified based on the meta
information and similar policy is fetched and
recommended to newly uploaded images After user
approval the policy is set to the uploaded multimedia
content.We monitor the users behavior and create user
groups with similar social context.The policy is updates
whenever there is change in user behaviors
Social media’s become one of the most important
part of our daily life as it enables us to communicate with
a lot of people. Creation of social networking sites such
as MySpace, LinkedIn, and Facebook[1], individuals are
given opportunities to meet new people and friends in
their own and also in the other diverse communities
across the world. This improved technology leads to
privacy violation where the users are sharing the large
volumes of images across more number of peoples. This
privacy need to be taken care in order to improve the
user satisfaction level. The goal of this survey is to
provide a comprehensive review of various privacy
policy approaches to improve the security of information
shared in the social media sites

KEYWORDS:Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P),
privacy preferences, Heterogenetic Adaptive Privacy
Policy Prediction (HA3P), Monitor User behaviors

1. INTRODUCTION
Data & Knowledge Engineering(DKE) is a journal in
database systems and knowledge base systemsA
knowledge engineer integrates knowledge into
computer systems in order to solve complex problems
normally requiring a high level of human
expertise.Previously proposed an Adaptive Privacy
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We consider the problem of discovering association
rules between items in a large database of sales
transactions[2]. We present two new algorithms for
solving this problem that are fundamentally di
erent from the known algorithms. Empirical evaluation
shows that these algorithms outperform the known
algorithms by factors ranging from three for small
problems to more than an order of magnitude for large
problems. We also show how the best features of the two
proposed algorithms can be combined into a hybrid
algorithm, called AprioriHybrid.. AprioriHybrid also has
excellent scale-up properties with respect to the
transaction size and the number of items in the database

User shares images through social sites, to maintain
privacy has become a major problem, by a recent wave
of publicized incidents where inadvertently user shares
personal information. In focus of these incidents, there is
need of tool to help control of users access to their
shared content is apparent[5]. To address this need, we
propose a system which is an Adaptive Privacy Policy
Prediction (A3P) system to help user’s images to
compose privacy settings. We observe the role of image
content, social context, and metadata as possible
indicators of user’s privacy preferences. According to
user available history on the site,we propose a two level
framework which determines the best available privacy
policy for the user’s images being uploaded

As sharing personal media online becomes easier
and widely spread, new privacy concerns emerge [3]–
especially when the persistent nature of the media and
associated context reveals details about the physical and
social context in which the media items were created. In
a first-of-its-kind study, we use context-aware
camerephone devices to examine privacy decisions in
mobile and online photo sharing. Through data analysis
on a corpus of privacy decisions and associated context
data from a real-world system, we identify relationships
between location of photo capture and photo privacy
settings. Our data analysis leads to further questions
which we investigate through a set of interviews with 15
users.

Multiple hypothesis testing is a significant problem
in nearly all neuroimaging studies [6]. In order to correct
for this phenomena, we require a reliable estimate of the
Family-Wise Error Rate (FWER). The well known
Bonferroni correction method, while simple to
implement, is quite conservative, and can substantially
under-power a study because it ignores dependencies
between test statistics. Permutation testing, on the other
hand, is an exact, non-parametric method of estimating
the FWER for a given α-threshold, but for acceptably low
thresholds the computational burden can be prohibitive.
In this paper, we show that permutation testing in fact
amounts to populating the columns of a very large
matrix P

Environment monitoring is the main operation for
the sensor nodes. Sensor networks are building with a
group of sensor nodes. Sensor networks are constructed
with energy and storage constraints. Data collection
points are referred as sink nodes. Location and time
factors are considered in the data query
schemes[4].Distributed database management schemes
are building to manage sensor network data collection
tasks. Sensor network is a huge volume of data observing
environment. All the user queries are processed by the
sensor databases. Centralized and distributed database
approaches are adapted in the wireless sensor network
environment. Data query operations are performed in
the distributed data transmission model. Data
transmission load is reduced using data compression
and prediction methods. Optimizer is used to analyze the
user query values.
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2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The existing system uses an Adaptive Privacy
Policy Prediction(A3P) algorithm which provides users
with privacy settings experience by automatically
generating personalized policies. The A3P-core classifies
the image and determines whether there is a need to
invoke the A3P-social. It groups users into social
communities with similar social context and privacy
preferences and continuously monitors the social
groups. It predicts policies for the users directly based
on their historical behaviour. Image content analysis, for
classification and interpretation add very huge work
load to the process. It helps sharing only image content
but today content sharing website share different
multimedia contents.
The proposed system uses Heterogenetic
Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (HA3P) system which
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generates content sharing policies automatically for
privacy setting based on user behaviour. Contents are
classified based on the meta information and similar
policy is fetched and recommended to newly uploaded
images. After user approval the policy is set to the
uploaded multimedia content. We monitor the users
behavior and create user groups with similar social
context. The policy is updates whenever there is change
in user behaviours. Unlike existing system our proposed
system helps different multimedia contents like image,
text and videos. Users groups are created not only based
on user profile attribute but also based on user
behaviour which increase the policy preferences

3.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Content sharing system constructs all the required
basic function for content sharing website. User profile
create and user session management and basic access
control mechanisms. Content sharing and viewing
functionalities for registered users. It provide the basic
interface and platform for implementing our
concepts.Media content classification compares the
existing share content of the user with the uploaded
media content and finds the similar group of those media
item. The existing media extracted based on
classification also hold their policies which will be
processed by the Policy Prediction module..Adaptive
user grouping create Users groups based on their profile
attributes and their social behavior. Contents are shared
based on these groups associated policy Groups are
dynamic they may change based on their new social
behavior. This module auto detects their behavior and
modifies the group accordingly

Fig - 1 Architecture Diagram

Based on the existing similar policy and current user
groups the Adaptive Policy Prediction module. Find a
suitable policy for the uploaded content and shows a
suggestion policy to the users.

3.1 Analysis of Algorithm
Heterogenetic Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction
(HA3P) system which generates content sharing policies
automatically for privacy setting based on user
behavior.Contents are classified based on the meta
information and similar policy is fetched and
recommended to newly uploaded images.After user
approval the policy is set to the uploaded multimedia
content.We monitor the users behavior and create user
groups with similar social context.The policy is updates
whenever there is change in user behaviors
a) Unlike existing system our proposed system
helps different multimedia contents like image,
text and videos
b) Users groups are created not only based on user
profile attribute but also based on user
behaviour which increase the policy preferences
c)
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4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Microsoft’s new software development platform,
.NET Framework, is the first Microsoft development
environment designed from the ground up for Internet
development. Although .NET is not meant to be used
exclusively for Internet development, its innovations
were driven by the limitations of current Internet
development tools and technology.
The basis of this new development platform consists
of three primary components or layers: the common
language runtime, the .NET Framework base classes, and
the user and program interfaces, as demonstrated in
Figure.The foundation of the .NET Framework is the
common language runtime. Its principal purpose is to
load, execute, and manage code that has been compiled
to Microsoft’s new intermediate byte code format called
Intermediate Language (IL).

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Several languages, notably Microsoft’s Visual Basic
.NET and C# .NET (pronounced “C sharp”), have
compilers supporting this format, and many more are
currently in development. It is important to note that the
IL code is not interpreted. The common language
runtime uses just in time compilers to compile the IL
code to native binary code before execution

[8]

[9]

5. CONCLUSION
Our project reduces the social users struggle to set
up and maintain their privacy settings unlike the other
content sharing websites that allow users to manually
enter their privacy preferences. Our result shows that
we had successfully built an automated personalized
privacy policy setting for not only for their uploaded
images but for all other sharing documents by using a
classifier on their features to assign similar privacy
policies and a policy prediction for recommendation and
assigning a specific privacy policy to the uploaded
images.

[10]

[11]

[12]
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